
Circumference　47.8mm　49.0mm　50.3mm　51.5mm　52.8mm　54.0mm　55.3mm　56.6mm

U.S. ring size 4 1/2

Ring size guide

* If your printer setting is �t to the printable area or �t to the paper size 
you will not be able to print using the original dimensions.

In this case, please change this setting before printing, 
as the printable area di�ers for each individual printer.

Measuring using the measuring tape

4030mm 50 60 70 80

Please cut out the measuring tape, and then make an additional cut 
along the dotted line where you see the scissors symbol.

Next, wrap the measuring tape around the �nger where you will place the ring, 
either around the base or the second joint̶whichever has the larger width.

Place the end of the measuring tape through the hole where you have
cut along the dotted line, pulling tightly. �en, measure at the point where 

you are unable to pull any further, and make a note of the ring size using the chart below. 
* Please be sure not to make a tear in the measuring tape while measuring.

Before printing this guide

5cm

Before measuring

2309

・Please print this ring size guide using paper scaled to 100%.
・If the length of the measuring tape below is 5cm using your own ruler, it has been printed correctly.



Measuring using your own ring

Place your ring atop the circles below, and then select the circle
whose outline �ts perfectly with the ring’s inner circumference. 

(Please be sure to align the ring’s inner circumference with the four corners of the square.)

* Please utilize the ring size guide as only an estimate, and be aware 
　that we cannot take responsibility for any discrepancies that may 
　occur with respect to sizing when using this guide.

* Please note that it may be difficult to take accurate measurements 
　for some rings due to their design.

* Please get in touch with us using the contact information below 
　should you have any inquiries.

Phone: 844-341-0579
Monday ̶ Thursday (11am to 12am EST), Friday (11am to 1am EST), 
Saturday (1pm to 1am EST), Sunday (1pm to 12am EST)
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5cm

*If the length of the measuring tape below is 5cm using your own ruler, it has been printed correctly.


